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What we do



Consulting

A wide range of IT consulting services in the field of infrastructure and data platforms



SLA

Service Level Agreement support for many technology areas



Licenses

Defining software licenses that match your requirements and needs



Courses

We constantly expand our knowledge and actively share it with our customers and partners





	

Products



OMrun

Maximum data quality for accurate decisions



YaK

Infrastructure for all your platforms
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Our experts for your IT infrastructure

From design to management to training, our experts are here to support you. With expertise in a wide range of areas, they provide you with the services you need and help you benefit from our partnerships with industry leaders.

Learn more about us
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Maximum data quality for accurate decisions
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Success Stories:
they trust dbi services



















Join the team


Job offers

















Independent advice

A tailor-made consultancy

Your projects are at the center of our concerns. That's why we guarantee independent advice regardless of the technology and ensure that our specialists maintain a high level of certification. Our partnerships with publishers such as AWS, Oracle and Microsoft keep us at the forefront of innovation.
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BI and Big Data
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DevOps
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ECM







View all our expertise


















Our customers talk about us
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Success stories

We love working for our customers and they love collaborating with us.
Find out what they say about dbi services and how we have helped them meet their challenges.
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Man Investments plc
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OMrun






OMrun has given us a lot of value for many years. The fully automated smoke tests for each environment integrated with a high number of business process tests allowed us to bring down our release cycle from quarterly to twice a month.
The permanent insight into master reference data and process quality via the openly displayed OMdashboard gave us a boost in productivity, transparency as well as motivation and reduced reaction times to an absolute minimum.



View case study
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SIX (Zurich)
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OMrun






We have used OMrun to meet expectations of external audits over our firewall management and to complete an extensive data clean-up and several reconciliations before the migration to a new workflow engine.
OMrun has rendered knight services to us and established transparancy to our systems in minimal time, what we could not have achieved on our own.



View case study
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Rothschild & Co Bank AG (Zurich) 
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OMrun






OMrun has helped us in these areas within a very short time span:

Setting up a data reconciliation between the Avaloq core banking system and the e-banking system AFS in three days. The identified inconsistencies have led to data cleansing and software corrections.
In a further day the reconciliation has been automated to ensure data consistency daily. This has generated a lot of confidence within the business and greatly reduced operational risks.
Because of the good experiences, Rothschild Bank plans to expand the usage of OMrun to other applications / data sources.



View case study
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Zurich Insurance Group
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Omrun






OMrun has enabled us in a simple and transparent way to align master data from different reporting systems quickly and to identify and to correct potential errors early. As a result data quality as a whole has been improved significantly.
Cooperation with OMIS was always professional and driven by partnership mindset and the project success has been assured very rapidly.



View case study
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Stadt Zürich
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OMrun






In a complex application with many interfaces to other systems, OMrun is running our quality assurance checks like the daily monitoring of the data integrity, the reconciliation of the general ledger and the sub-ledgers as well as the quality checks of the data warehouse. We are thankful that OMrun is supporting quality assurance and internal controls in such a highly efficient manner.
That’s why I became a fan of OMrun!



View case study
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Manor



Retail has become a highly digitalized sector in recent years and, as such, having a reliable, solid and fast IT infrastructure is essential. With this in mind, Manor called in the experts from dbi services to advise them in two important areas: 
Supply chain applications: Modernization of the database infrastructure
Business Intelligence: adjustment and stabilization of processes.



View case study
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HUG
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Oracle






The University Hospitals of Geneva (HUG) is comprised of the eight Geneva hospitals together with 30 outpatient clinics, representing the first university hospital in Switzerland.



View case study










Ju-Lam Do
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UPC



The Backup & Recovery workshop was very interesting and valuable to me. Unlike most trainings from other vendors, I especially liked the exercise part. It was greatly appreciated and I am now feeling a lot more comfortable when it comes to backup/recovery and duplication. Thanks! 

Ju-Lam Do



View case study
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Hervé Berthet - RTS



Thanks to the help of dbi services and the dbi FlexService Service Level Agreement, we benefit from a database infrastructure without any interruption in terms of service availability. Every time we contact dbi services for a consulting project, we are impressed by the competence, flexibility, and also the professionalism of their staff. 

Hervé Berthet



View case study
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Thomas Salzmann - Kernkraftwerk Gösgen



Reliability is a key factor in our business. In addition, we work with several IT technologies. That’s why we rely on the experts of dbi services for monitoring and maintaining our databases. The dbi FlexService SLA contracts and the expertise delivered by dbi services fully meet our expectations.

Thomas Salzmann 



View case study
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Didier Rouèche - SIG



We are working since many years with dbi services for expert missions on-site as well as for the exploitation of our databases on-site but also by remote access under the outsourcing contract dbi FlexService, ISO 2000 certified. The consultant’s expertise and their professionalism are remarkable. The quality of the delivered services perfectly meets our expectations. 

Didier Rouèche



View case study
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Martin Koller - CEO - misystems



Expert knowledge in the field of OCI.
With dbi services, we were able to access expert knowledge and focus on our core business. Our data is now more secure than ever, and our IT environment runs smoothly in the cloud. 

Martin Koller, CEO misystems



View case study
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François Zeller - IT Manager - Precitrame Machines SA



Our ECM and our infrastructure are strong, fast and reliable due to the combined involvement of Arcentis and dbi services. A bonus was the comprehensive training provided by Arcentis which allowed our teams to work independently. 

François Zeller, IT Manager Precitrame Machines SA



View case study
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Olivier Cotto - Associate Director/Team Leader Infrastructure Engineering & Operations - Idorsia



A strong relationship that allowed us to implement Cloudfirst strategy
Since 2018, dbi services supports Idorsia on AWS technologies by providing experienced consultants who assist us in AWS operations. They have also accompanied and advised us on DevOps transformation applied to AWS. 

Olivier Cotto, Associate Director/Team Leader Infrastructure Engineering & Operations



View case study
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Christophe Taddei - IT Project Manager - EHL



Methods and know-how that make all the difference
Thanks to dbi services’ contribution, we are able to industrialize load tests of our applications and provide high-performance, quality IT services, which meet Ecole hôtelière de Lausanne's standards.

Christophe Taddei, IT Project Manager École hôtelière de Lausanne



View case study
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Eric Jehle - Head of Middleware IT-Operation & Monitoring - Helvetia



Database efficiency and internal coaching at its best
Efficient database administration is definitively a result of our collaboration with dbi services. Resource scaling and technical improvement of the existing solutions as well as regular and effective coaching of our staff perfectly summarize our long-term partnership. 

Eric Jehle, Head of Middleware IT - Operation & Monitoring



View case study
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Joris Vuffray - Directeur IT - Swisslos



Our choice for expertise in the ODA field 
dbi services offers a high level of expertise in numerous infrastructure areas. Their transparency added to their focus on technical competencies strongly increased our confidence. If a consultant needs additional skills, he involves further experts of the company, making team spirit a great asset of dbi services. 

Joris Vuffray, IT Manager at Swisslos



View case study
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Markus Weber - Directeur des Services Informatiques - Swissgas AG



Impressive expertise and top SLA services
Thanks to dbi services we were able to smoothly put the Oracle database into operation for the new business application. We were particularly impressed by dbi services’ professionalism and the advantages of their SLAs. This is very reassuring to know that we can count on dbi services on 24- hour basis. 

Markus Weber, IT Director Swissgas AG



View case study










Sébastien Girard

Collaborateur Réseaux & Systèmes Logival SA


Sébastien Girard - Collaborateur Réseaux et Systèmes - Logival SA
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"dbi services provided us with an expert opinion
The way dbi services was able to guarantee a high-performing PostgreSQL configuration was essential to us. Their DMK Management Kit made the rollout particularly fast and reliable."

Sébastien Girard, Network and systems collaborator Logival SA



View case study
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Roland Zink - IT Service Manager - Felix Platter-Spital
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Dbvisit






Reliable and competent, in 7x24
We value dbi services greatly as our partner. The staff brings substantial experience and expertise in various technologies to our team. With the service desk and the dbi FlexService SLA, dbi services also provides expert and efficient roundthe-clock support. This is highly valuable to us.

Roland Zink, IT Service Manager Felix-Platter Hospital



View case study
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dbi services is a company specialized in IT consulting and services.

We are experts in innovative and efficient data infrastructures and platforms.

Tailor-made solutions is what we offer to our customers thanks to our consultants, whose skills and knowledge are constantly evolving thanks to continuous training.









Get in touch

Sign up for our newsletter







Sign up



Follow us
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HEADQUARTER

Delémont

dbi services

Rue de la Jeunesse 2

CH-2800 Delémont

+41 32 422 96 00

[email protected]

Contact Us
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OUR CERTIFICATIONS
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LEGALS


Privacy Statement



Sales and Service General Conditions (SSGC)











Copyright © 2010-2023 dbi services SA.
All rights reserved.










We use cookies on our website to provide you with the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences. No personal data is stored. By clicking on "Accept All", you consent to the use of ALL cookies. However, you can visit "Cookie Settings" to provide controlled consent. 
Cookie SettingsReject AllAccept All


Manage consent





Close






Privacy Overview
 
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.



 







Necessary 


Necessary


Always Enabled





Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cf_use_ob	past	Cloudflare sets this cookie to improve page load times and to disallow any security restrictions based on the visitor's IP address.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-advertisement	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie is used to record the user consent for the cookies in the "Advertisement" category .
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	CookieLawInfoConsent	1 year	Records the default button state of the corresponding category & the status of CCPA. It works only in coordination with the primary cookie.
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.
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Functional







Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.
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Performance







Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.
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Analytics







Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.











Advertisement 


Advertisement







Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
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Others







Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_pk_id.1.3dc2	1 year 27 days	No description
	_pk_ses.1.3dc2	30 minutes	No description
	wp-wpml_current_language	session	This cookie is used to know which language of the website you are currently browsing.
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